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Evaluation study of interventions for reducing the risk of 
PRRSV introduction into filtered farms via retrograde air 
movement (back-drafting) through idle  fans

Introduction
The economic impact of porcine reproductive and respira-
tory syndrome virus (PRRSV) has been recognized world-
wide.1 Airborne transmission of the virus is an important 
route of spread between farms.2 As a means to reduce this 
risk, Pitkin and others demonstrated the ability of air filtra-
tion to prevent the introduction of PRRSV-contaminated 
bioaerosols to susceptible populations.3 Based on these 
data, several North American production systems have 
implemented air filtration systems.4 While preliminary 
results are promising, a major risk that currently exists 
in filtered herds under negative pressure ventilation is 
the retrograde movement of PRRSV-contaminated bio-
aerosols through non-filtered points i.e. inactive fans.5 To 
reduce this risk, several interventions have been developed 
but not validated. Therefore, the objectives of this study 
are to demonstrate that the risk of PRRSV-contaminated 
aerosols entering a facility via retrograde air is a true risk; 
to titrate the minimum air speed necessary to introduce 
PRRSV-contaminated aerosols via retrograde air; and to 
validate commercially available interventions that have 
been designed to prevent this  risk.

Materials and  methods
The study was conducted at the UMN SDEC production 
region model.3 Using an existing 25 m² facility (void of 
pigs and ventilated via negative pressure) one of the two 30 
cm fans was intentionally stopped while the other continued 
to operate. All other inlets to the facility were closed result-
ing in a static pressure of 572 Pa. This arrangement created 
the potential for retrograde air movement into the facility 
via the inactive fan. This fan, located on the south end of 
the building was equipped with a standard plastic shutter 
commonly encountered in commercial swine farms. The 
operational fan was located at the north end of the  facility.

In order to measure the air speed of the retrograde air 
through the idle fan needed to transfer PRRSV (retrograde 
air titration), a common plastic shutter was challenged at 
various fan stages using 10 replicates of different PRRSV 
concentrations each. The measurements of retrograde air 
speeds and static pressures were collected for each fan 
 stage.

For the treatment evaluation aspect of the study, treatments 
included the standard plastic shutter (A), a plastic shutter 
plus a canvas cover (B), a nylon windsock (C), an alumi-
num shutter plus a windsock (D) and, a double shutter 
system involving both a set of aluminum and plastic shut-
ters (E). All 5 treatments were challenged with 4 different 
aerosolized concentrations of PRRSV ranging from 1 to 
7 logs of the virus in a liter which were generated using 
a cold-fog mister6 located on the exterior of the facility 
45cm from the inactive fan. To determine whether aero-
solized PRRSV could penetrate the treatments, a cyclonic 
collector was placed inside the facility3,4 45cm from the 
inactive fan. Ten replicates were conducted per treatment, 
each replicate was 1 minute in length and air samples were 
tested for the presence of RNA PRRSV by  PCR.

Results
The titration of the retrograde air showed that an air speed 
of 0.76 m/s was needed to move PRRSV-contaminated 
aerosols through the common plastic  shutter.

Results for the treatment challenge are summarized in 
Table 1. Retrograde movement of air in association with 
the introduction of PRRSV to the interior of the facility 
was observed during the assessment of treatment A (plas-
tic shutter alone) and B (plastic shutter plus canvas cover). 
PRRSV introduction to the facility was not observed fol-
lowing the application of the other  interventions.

Discussion
The results of this study suggest that a real risk of PRRSV 
entry may exists when there is a minimum retrograde 
air speed of 0.76 m/s through temporally inactive fans 
in filtered farms. As well this study suggests that some 
commonly found interventions do not offer complete 
protection against retrograde air movement and the risk 
of aerosolized PRRSV entry. In contrast, interventions 
such as double shutter systems or shutter plus windsock 
combinations appear to eliminate this risk. Therefore, a 
program to minimize the risk of retrograde movement of 
air into filtered facilities appears to be critical for reducing 
the airborne risk of  PRRSV.
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Table 1: Performance of treatments according to challenge dose

PRRSV concentration A B C D E
101TCID50/L 10/10 4/10* 0/10* 0/10* 0/10*
103TCID50/L 10/10 3/10* 0/10* 0/10* 0/10*
105TCID50/L 9/10 3/10* 0/10* 0/10* 0/10*
107TCID50/L 10/10 6/10 0/10* 0/10* 0/10*

A-E: Treatments
*    significantly different when compared to plastic shutter alone (P < 0.05)


